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SUZOHAPP to present innovations in cash management at the National
Restaurant Association show 2018
SUZOHAPP is excited to participate again at the National Restaurant Association Show, the platform to
discover, learn, connect, inspire and gain the tools needed to innovate and thrive in the international
restaurant marketplace. The tradeshow is set to open its doors in Chicago, Illinois, between the 19th and
22nd of May. SUZOHAPP will be exhibiting in the Technology area at Stand #7075.
Restaurants spend a significant amount of time dealing with cash. Relying on manual counting and
processing of cash can be difficult and cost intensive. New cash management technology from SUZOHAPP
offers an immediate solution to improve cash flow, thus reducing handling costs, increasing speed and
accuracy, and delivering a rapid and significant return on investment.
At this year’s NRA show, SUZOHAPP will showcase the highlights from its CashComplete™ product range
which represents the ideal solution to transform your cash handling into a completely automated process.
SUZOHAPP experts will be on hand to show customers the complete range of CashComplete™ units.
CashComplete™ Connect is a revolutionary platform which allows customers to fully monitor their cash
and generate accurate reporting for complete visibility of the cash cycle. The combination of this software
intelligence and advanced processing technologies will deliver better customer service and lead to a boost
in profits.
In the SUZOHAPP booth, great focus will be placed on presenting the new CashComplete™ SDS-35, a
Smart Deposit Solution which validates, stores and secures banknotes effectively in high volume retail
and POS environments. The SDS-35 reduces shrinkage and the number of touch points in the processing
of banknotes.
Additional CashComplete™ solutions on display will be the SDS-600 & SDS-750, versatile, smart deposit
systems that provide a cost-effective method of securing bank notes while improving accuracy and cash
visibility. The SDS-600 has the capacity to handle the depositing needs of an entire franchise, but comes
with a small foot print. The SDS-750 is known for its high speed, larger capacity, and long-term reliability
for any application where securing large volumes of notes is required.
At the SUZOHAPP booth, visitors will also learn more about the CashComplete™ Cash Recycling
Solutions: RCS-100, RCS-500 & RCS-600. These Solutions allow customers to take control of their cash
management in all areas of their business, from internal cash handling to CIT operations. SUZOHAPP
Recyclers coupled with CashComplete Connect software will automate your cash handling, allowing you
to retrieve real-time cash flow data via your computer or mobile device, wherever and whenever you
need it.
“We are excited to participate for the third year in a row at the NRA show,” stated Ron Partridge, President
of SUZOHAPP Americas. “Please visit us and discover how our solutions help you automate all cash
processing, improving efficiency and productivity and maximizing your return on investment.”
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About SUZOHAPP
SUZOHAPP is a technology company providing software and hardware for cash handling automation
and self-service solutions to more than 25,000 customers throughout the world. SUZOHAPP’s
technology enables automation for customers operating in a variety of end markets, including retail,
transportation, gaming, banking, vending and amusement. SUZOHAPP’s solutions include cash
deposit, recycling, processing and payment systems as well as a broad range of self-service component
technologies. The brands of SCAN COIN, Comestero, CashComplete™ and Coinco are united under the
SUZOHAPP Company. SUZOHAPP’s more than 1,100 employees operate in 19 countries and its dealer
network covers more than 100 countries. More information is available at www.suzohapp.com.
SUZOHAPP is owned by affiliates of ACON Investments, L.L.C., a Washington, D.C.- based international
private equity investment firm that has responsibility for managing approximately $5.5 billion of
capital. For more information, visit www.aconinvestments.com.
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